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More Delay on Tower Hall;
Trustees Await New Report

CASSIDY
It) FORREST
law doctrine is
natural
The
for truth,
athlete: in the guest
Hans h:elsen,
wolfing to Dr.
on international
!orld authority
s
a logically erlt operates with
the most
mess method by which
may
ntradietury %aloe judgments
he
rwilly have been justified,
sid
in Concert
Ir Nelsen spoke
"The Natural
3:l yesterday on
Tribunal
au Doctrine before the
I Science."
supply a solo In attempting to
to the eternal problem of
dire said Dr. KeLsen, the natit is
al Isw doctrine assumes
lossible to distinguish between
uman behavior that corresponds
nature and human behavior
al is unnatural and forbidden
nature.
It :5 a teleological view idena, to the idea that nature is
ofivved with will and intelli!men he said.
-.1f the lowest stage of human
LI:ration this interpretation of
pi..il. manifests itself in so-called
Prism. which is a religions inTrianon." said Dr. Kelsen.
Seh a doctrine obliterates the
,trial difference existing be ten the scientific laws of nature
, the norms of morality and
w
’A law of nature is a statement
the effect that if there is A.
is It, vhereas a rule of _
lity or a rule of law is a
Wettest to the effect that if
Ilea is A. there ought to be 11,Set Dr. Nelsen.
In the natural law doetrine
fss is no lagical inference from
ta the "ought," he said
!!!!rn nataral reality to moral

The decision on Tower Hall was
delayed yesterday by the State of
California Department of Finance.
The trustees of the California
State Colleges were to hear a re [ sal on the Tower from the CamplIS Planning Committee. Following the report, the trustees supd
posedly w.ate going to (I eeie
whether to tear drnvn or build up
5:t -year-old SJS landmark
FINANCE REPORT
Then came a report f tom an official in the trustees’ office that
the Department of Finance is pre[airing a nevst proposal for Tower
I hill which it wishes to present to
the trustees. The official slated
that the trustees will call a special meet in.4 of the Campus Planning Committee in DeCeMber Sc,
hear the Impart men t’s proposal.
So the leport will be strictly informational.
Meanwhile, the Alumni Association has drummed up support from
’sal assemtLymen George Milias,1
.X1 Abatis?, William F’. Stanton,’
and Senatisr Clark Bradley. Some
if the legislator; are expeeted to
make appearances at the trustees’
mitering.
UP IT GOESUp goes a 60-root-lonq banner
announcing the College Union election Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 11 and 12. San Jose
Fire Department members suspended the four foot -wide canvas banner over Seventh Street

between the Home Economics Building and a
palm tree yesterday afternoon. The pennant
reads: "You are the key to your College Union.
Vote."

Comedy, Tragedy Tonight

st.,
Ole ..1.:11r..
!ssimie
Nine acts from campus; Gri-ek- (1741 is /111,
1
letter organizations will be per- identity pii-:!1,1
Alpha Tau Omega fraternitv
formed in the 12th Annual All SILENT sIs IT
portray "The Three
Greek Show sponsored by Theta
In "Radius: A Gosa: Tragedy," plans to
Chi fraternity at 7:15 tonight in Theta Xi fraternity has planned a Phases of College Music." and
Theta sorority will
the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
!short skit involving a crowd scene Kappa Alpha
In the traditional December and a skrim a ype of curtains 110 its version of "Far Away
show, amateur talent from fra- Ni, lines are to be spoken and the Places."
The show is free and is a coat !
ternity and sorority students will effect or its skit depends upon
and tie affair.
range from comedy to Greek special audio-ski/al 1.11.(T.tti.
t ragedy.
With -Contemporary Not .,r.
"Santa’s Workshop." by Alpha Rhymes- Chi Omega
Phi sorority, is a story of the of the old vfoman in thr ,I!.
night before Christmas. In this act whose children all want to go ,
schol.,!
!,
the time honored dance of the tin SJS. Only thi
soldier, clown and ballet dancer
doll takes place in Santa’s workshop.
FRATERNITT LIFE
A
Delta Sigma Phi’s skit "Fratintegra lion," will he the topic (it
ternity :Alan," portrays the "all Frank W.Ihinson, executive dirtsencompassing" life of the fraterntar of tie National Committee I.:
ARIDA
Last.’
NIARVANNI.
ity mats from rushing, pledging By
Alsdish the House Committee on
Vassal!
and studying, to brotherhod and ! What happens to eight
l’n-Amerivan Activities. when he
graduates during the period of speaks in TI155 at 3:30 p.m.
women.
of yesWilkinson has been active since
In "What Has Happened to Bur- 1933-1942 was the subject
Jeanne the 1930s in the "struggle for civil
lesque?" Kappa Kappa Gamma terday’s hook talk, as Dr.
McCarthy’s
rights and civil liberties," a sponsorority will capitalize on the i’s’ - Lawson reviewed Mary
soring TASC sisilosman stated.
cent shut -down of burlesque shows. Isatios "The Group."
asLawson,
Dr.
review,
her
In
background
As former official and plannel
The skit presents the
of English, com- of the Los Angeles Housing Auof burlesque from Salome to her sociate professor
obMcCarthy’s
on
Miss
mented
thority, Wilkinson worked in the
present day sisters of the strip.
servation of the mores of rraglern field of constitutional liberties tic:Pi Kappa Alpha, in their "Tour
America.
ing the McCarthy era. He also
of Sparta," plans to perform with
"She slashes through intellectual reeled his effort toward the abolia "black -out" scene divided into
for the tion (if HICL’A.
eye
an
has
she
pretense:
five sections. By parodying differprecise, the unforgettable detail,"
Carl Braden, editor of the Southent Greek houses they hope to
Dr. Lawson stated.
ern Education Fund Weekly. and
charknown"
"well
some
point out
has
book
the
that
noted
She
Wilkinson users’ indicted in 1901
acteristics of each.
acquited certain notoriety from the tot contempt of Cong1.1,, Tliev
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and the extended detail of certain frank spent a year in the federil
!
Little Sisters of Minerva in their passages.
in At lama.
soundsI
often
"College Languish Spoken Here,McCarthy
"Nlaiy
satitize the contemporary language like the psychoanalyst of her genand events present at S.IS All the eration, turned into a compulsive
performers will be (tressed in black gossip," Dr. Lawson said.
In its account of the lives of
the eight Vassar girls, the hook
The Democratic Chili will tenlarks a ventral, sympathetic chartH Ii’ ft tan< I a
In% Albert Poi ter,
siding to Dr. Lawson.
L.,,cs of the hOOk’S
professor of business, 2:30 p.m
’,slay in Cafeteria Rooms A and B.
hei,.11Y, to an age and a particuDr. Porter will give the full text
The Tempest. humor magazine, larly limited social group, she said.
and
yesterday
’’’rhe Group,’ aecording to Dr. of his impressions (in the death of
continued its miles
sell-out
Lawson, has met with a great deal President Kennedy which he rewas expected to be a
according to Bob Neuman, editor of both favorable and unfavorable corded while enroute to Washingcriticism,
ton, D.C., to be intervievved for a
of the magazine.
Dr. Lawson commended the au- position in the Peace Corps.
A problem arose Tuesday when
Dr. Pot-ter came to SJS eight
San Jose Chief of Police Ray thor’s talent as a social satirist
years ago. He is presently serving
Blackmore noted that Neuman and noted that she records
had received permission and could linntly the attitudes and activities as president of the 25th Assembly
if a social period.
Demi...Troth. Club.
continue to sell the maritime.

Wilkinson Speaks
Against HCUA
Dr. Lawson Reviews In TASC Speech
Satire ’The Group’

Tempest Editor
Predicts Sellout

Dr. Porter Speaks
To Demo Club

ALUNINI PLANS
Richard Buxton, executive director of the SJS Alumni Assn., stated
that the plans for ptomotion of
renovating Tower Hall will go on
as seheduled.
William Eckert, president of the
Alumni Association, will present a

than of whai is ill happen to Tower

15 -minute speech on the economics
In volved in either renovating
Tower Hall or building a new
structure. Eckert’s speech will
stress the sentiment, the
aesthetics, and the college and
community involved in the ques-

,
REPLACEMENT
To replace the hall it will cost
$3,194,409 and. states Eckert, the
new structure will not be any
larger than the present one.
renovate Tower Hall, the total
cost will involve $762,725. Included
in the hall are 26 classmorns. 54
individual offices. a 1100-seat auditorium, a reserve book lila
and
a number id assorted laboratory
facilities.

D

epartment
Poll Shows
Unrest

Ihe

All-Greek Show

The S.Is ’:!!!ehing Band will
erform Ge!,!:!! -in estimated 40
Mullion persons if further legislithe action is passed.
Host the Student Council meeting
laterday, the 18-member coWitil passed a request from the band
rhnt a..k..d 101’ a teallocation of
thsy bri:dnally intended for the
i,,,ot ball game!
Ifinvever, the iequest asking for
leO funds to send the band to the
kit F1’alleiSII) 49eis-Green Bay
Paflosrs football game Dec. 14 was
haea around by the council beit agreed to give the band
IS:f5 tn make the trip.
’rho action will have to be passed
lf Financial Advisory
Board bears the hand
will be able to
tart in the
nationally -televised
Riles halftime. show
at Kezar
l’adault. The funds allocated
for
ll’orrrsno trip were Mose
to $800.
In another issue,
ASH President
Larson announced to the
ienItt,’eir% pleasure that the
Tower
till It
has two-n
ord of Timstees’ taken off the
agenda and Will
’aken care of at
the January
honing,
Larson also
Its [’teasel eattimented that he
with the delaynot
91. first since
it will give the
N4,11 and
mildew government a
:4.1),0 lo wnrk on
the issue once
rnlle Union
campaign has
set tIrrt.
Pefore this
matter came to the
11.14!!Aft late in the
afternoon, ASS
!’r,h,uror
Al Henninger presented
Is
r^lort. whith
included the So1,N] AMU’s
committee’s request
nIrml’Y with which
to hold the
tt intl Formal
at the St. French!
san Francisco.
Passed the request
11411in,t eat
it from $11188 to
WI
!1.4
f1iffP1’1111V resulting $1838
from
I:4N5, in
an estimate for
hay,
Plib

NO,

Decision on Landmark

Law Doctrine
Called Useless
By ’Authority’

National TV
Fans to Look
At SJS Band

Appileations are avail:able in
the I wilege I ’
lirr the Iowation ot Weekend I 11-11.4.1. Director tor the spring solisester. Applications
t is. 1.0111111teled anti
returned Its the
morrow.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

411.,

.

a

Spring Post Open

TOTAL FIGURE
!

The total figure for replacitr;
Tower Hall IS $3,798.670, areord.
ing to estimations. Tower Hall
handles an estimated 1200-1510
full-time equivalent students.
President John T. Wahlquist will
represent San Jose State at lh.,
December trustees meeting.

Seventy-two per cent of the
full-time members of the Sociology
and
Anthropology
Department
have voted not to he available for
summer session teaching at present salary levels. Department
Head Milton B. Rendahl released
the results yesterday following an
anonymous vote.
Of the IR participating, 13 voted
not to be available. Tvvo checked
that they weren’t sure they would
be available to teach next summer. and three said they would ts
available.
Only part-time instructors and
a resignee (lid receive ballots
Ballots were distributed to Is
full-time teachers.
By a nests-sat 7-6 vote, the Can-Rendahl reported that at a
pus Voice was booted out of the
Monday meeting, department
members decided to conduct t he Spartan Bookstore Tuesday’
lea.st temporarily.
poll.
The off -campus publicatit.
be considered by a corftIllitlef’ .,tablished at Tuesday’s meet...
the Spartan Shops, Inc. Th..
mittee will formulate, a polic.
cerning the sale of tiff-u’
publications in the Spartan Ito. .store and will make its recommendations to the Spartan Shops.
Inc. in the near future.

Campus Voice
Bootedby 7-6
Store Vote

Why College Union?
Questions Answers
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following is the first of two rticlits nsweing questions about th proposed College Union. The questions aro
answered by the College Union Committee
I. Haw

nil!! the College Union east me?
1963-64 1964-65 1965436 1966-67

0
$3.00
$6.00
$12.00
0
3.00
6.00
0
3.00
0
finished
finish?
W
When is the Unison to
es
rP
?
plans
callefor
occupancy
for the school year
SePresni’enn’ttn
19664;7.
Does this mean that only students who are now freshmen
will get to use the Union while they are still :students?
Yeti.
Then why should sophomore students he expeeted to pay
$9.011 and junitsr students CCM) tosvard the Union?
Because we cannot get Union construction started until
we have about a third of the total cost on hand. The only
way we can get this money is to start oollecting L’nion fees
on a graduated scale.
Some sophomore and junior students will return to the
campus to use the Unpin as alumni.
But for the rest, they are being asked to do something
important for the college, and for the many generations of
St udents svho svill follow them.
What will the College talon fee he after 1969-87?
$15.11, a year.
Haw are unions financed at tither colleges and universities?
In most cases on a student tee basis, as propose!’ at
San Jose State,
But why doesn’t the State of California pay for our indent’
Because while the state officially is in favor of unions
as important adjuncts to the campus physical plant and
educational programs, it is so heavily committed to prosiding classrooms, labotatories, libraries and office space for
the fantasta expansion of the State College system that it
simply eannot make money available for unions.
But couldn’t the State help some?
Yes. And it has helped. It has leased the campus land
on which the L’nion will stand to the Student Body for $1
a year.
Why aren’t We financing the Union ourselves Instead of going through the State College Trustees?
BIY.:11.1Se the Fasferal /11-1FA, which will loan the money
at a very low rate of interest tabout 3 fa per centl may
legally deal only with the top authority which in this case
is the Trustees. It would rest the students a great deal more
to finance through some private agency.
1110V1’ does the proposed student fee for the San Joist- State
college Union compares with that at other allege% and
universities?
Our fee will be lower than at most other colleges and
universities, though about the same as at most of the other
California State Colleges.
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior

2.

3.

1.

i.

7.

x.

9.

!O.

.

RESOLUTION
The defeated resoltiti.m. which
p,it the voice out in the eoH,
asked that the Campus Voice
restored to the shelves of the Spar sin Rookstom" was greeted IA !!!1
seven nays, six yeas and on..
mention.
The board earlier passed a
lution calling for the est a ish men
of a committee to consider
of policies and pt’ e-1,
concerning the sale of off-campus
publications in the campus bookstore.
William M. Felse, Student Affairs business manager, stated that
the Spartan Shops. Inc had no
written policy prior fa bookstore
manager Harry Wincrot h’s
cision to discontinue the salt. of
the Campus Voice in the mai,
Earlier, members of the Voter
had threatened sit-in demonstrations in Vice -President William
J, Dusel’s office. One member of
the off -campus publication threatened to fast until the Voice was
restored to the shelves oilhe bookstore.
Business Manager Felse said
that, based on his experience with
college bookstores. the mantro.ment has the right to deride what
extraneous material is to be sold.
"Ninety per cent of our merchandise is there for student, who
need books and supplies for their
particular classes. Even selection
of our paper-backs is based on requests by instructors who Ilse theirs
for
is’. irk "

Dec 91h 13th

A GREAT
11)11!)))
OW(
SELECTION / I
Spartan Bookstore
RECORD SALE
tteMIMM1Milft

IISPARTAN DAILY
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Thrust and Parry
SJS Student Blasts
Increased Tuitions
Editor:
Lately I have been made
aware that the increases in the
tuition fees for foreign and outof-state students may possibly

be unjust in certain respects. It
appears that increases in these
fees after a non-resident student
has attended a California State
College for a few years often
creates unexpected and often extreme problems. If a tuition fee
increase is used to discourage

Tokyo Reaction to Tragedy

What Is This?
EDITOR’S NOTE: Below are the contents of a letter received by Edward Canaan of Allen Hall from a pen pal who resides in Tokyo, Japan.
To Edward,
Now I have a pen with great sorrow. "President John F. Kennedy was assassinated!" We had this very sorrowful news by the
first television relay between your country and ours. And, after a
while, we were obliged to hear that Oswald, Kennedy’s alleged
assassin, was killed.
What is this? What is this? We cannot understand this scandal
completely. But, these two scandals took place really in the 20th
century. What is more, it happened in the democratic country
America. How can we interpret these events? Where can we
carry this anger?
We looked at his burial on the television tonight. We could
see Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy. Robert Kennedy and Edward Kennedy and the children, Caroline and John Jr., and hundreds of
thousands of people weeping. And then I could feel all the world
mourning the passing of Kennedy.
But we must pick ourselves up and walk again for workl peace.
Even though we have different principles and different assertions,
Fven though we have different
principles and different assertions, all of us desire peace.
now, we must make progress for
the world peace hand-in-hand.
Though President Kennedy’s
body has been taken away from
is, we must carry his spirit
Flowers
forever:
esa.’ss
and
We only prayGod console
Corsages
the soul of thy servant John.
for all
ere
forever.
Occasions
Shinya Yamamoto
loth 8 Santa Clara
CV 2-0462
Tokyo, Japan

Bakmas
Flower
Shop

SALE
SKI

A

EQUIPMENT

/

,

CLOTHING
is

NEVER
BEFORE SO LOW
SO EARLY

future non - resident students
from attending state colleges it
is very likely justified. it,
a fee increase for foreign and
out-of-state students MN’ attending state colleges seems to
accomplish little but the creation
of unexpected hardships. It
seems right to expect that if a
student comes to a school which
specifies a given tuition fee, it is
only fair that he should be allowed to finish his education
without undue fee increases.
As a Student Council Representative. I have sent letters regarding this problem to many of
our State Senators and Assemblymen. However, if more
serious action along this line is
to be taken, it would be highly
helpful to be able to direct ’s:
quote criticisms and hardships
regarding fee increases from
specific non-resident students as
an example of the results of
post -registration fee increases It
you are a foreign or out-of...et:et,.
student and feel that the tuition
fee increases have been unfair,
your comments would be extremely valuable. I would like le,
urge all such students to cent .st
Inc. My address is 325 &soh
10th Street, San Jose, and es,
telephone is CY 4-8741. I may
also he reached through the College Union.
Fred Best
sophomore Representatise
Aatslit

Regular $39.95 Men’s and Women’s
Dumont SLIM -FITS. A Superbly tailored
European Stretch Pant of the finest
Swiss stretch yarns Many Colors

$2995.
PR

Regular $24.95 Men’s and Women’s
stretch pants. Excellent quality Wind
of Colors.
Water repellent Variety

talitee
I would like tee share with you
some little insights I have had
into the problem of journalistic
morality; that is to say, what a
newspaper ought to publish, and
what it ought not to publish. In
my opinion, it ought to publish
material conducive to the pursuit
of truth and beauty among the
members of the campus eemmunity: it ought not le
the mediocre at the exta-ne
the truly intellectual and ;o
the" in. I feel that the Spasm:
I ’ally has failed miserably in
respect, nationwide recognition
and "honors" nothwithstanding.
Let us consider the case of
the SJS Folk Music Club: the
purpose of this club is to bring
to the campus the most outst.inding folk singers available,
eee finest artists in their field.
The club depends on the campus
newspaper for a vital amount of
publicity; it can’t afford to adertise because it is a nonprofit
eraanizat ion. all of the proceeds
rorrl the concerts being given
to the artists
the Spartan

FOLK MUSIC
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
8 P.M.. I A.M.

81 79.1

Junior $15.95 stretch pants in sizes 4 to
and Electric Blue
16 in Black

:i4)99

75
Art

Gallery inside

Corner of Bascom

KRYSTI SKIS

& Moorpark

A happy combination of Hickory Laminations
coated in brilliant Red enamel
Kofix-type base Has excellent turning
and running abilities A ski for beginners or experts. Reg. $35.95

Hootenanny with 44 inches, and
It certainly has gone above and
beyond the call of duty in according 61 inches to the Wayfarers. Peters Paul, and Mary
received 21 inches on the week
preceding their concert, when
they were already sold out; the
week after their show, they acre
reviewed and given 7 inches,
making a total of 28 inches.
Seventy-four inches were devoted to various other attempts
to eulogize the current folk
music boom: this makes a total
of 319 inches. And, outside the
field of folk music, one can
point offhand to Johnny Mathis
at the Civic Auditorium, given
18 inches; Ron Walker at the
Awful with 25 inches; and the
Four Fre-shmen at the Safari

Daily virtually ignores the club,
and as a result, the attendance
at the concerts is inexcusably
meager. This is nothing less than
an injustice to the college community, a disgrace to the newspaper, and an insult to the artist
involved - particularly because
the newspaper gi yes v est
amounts of publicity to "folk singers" sponsored by off -campus, commercial interests which
can afford to advertise, and
which do so. Furthermore, these
"folksingers" scarcely deserve
to be called artists at all: they
are simply entertainers who peddle a corrupt and mutilated form
of music.
As president of the Folk Music
Club, I am indignant over the
treatment accorded to my organ-

Doily Entertainment
Coverage Criticized

PURPLE KITTEN
EXPRESSO

STRETCH PANTS

-4-

ization, which. I believe, should
i’c’cc’ive precedence over the
its which take place in the
Civic Auditorium. However, the
Spartan Daily has aided and
abetted the Kingston Trio with
49 column inches of publicity. It
has seen fit to encourage the
-

Spa2tan3aibi
Entered az second class matter April
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under the act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder-of-semes.
ter basis. Full academic year, $9; seek
semester, $4.50. Off-campus price per
copy, 10 cents. CV 4-6414 Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384. 2385, 2386, Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours 1:45-4:20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Editor
JERRY ARCA
Advertising Mgr.__ DAVE BLOOM
Day Editor
JOHN SOURIALL
News Editor
RON BOTTINI
Business Mgr.._ MIKE DANIELS
Promotion Mgr. ......
BOB RAUH
Feature Editor .
DIANE MAUZY
ReportersSteve Agosta, Judie Block,
Jan Brantley, Forrest Csssiely, Mike
Dunne, Jeanne Marie Gates, Patricia
Givens, Gerald Guiber, Minsk
!yams, Maryanne La Guardia, Bill
Marquardt, Mike Murphy, Roy Nord,
Thomas O’Neil, Starr Perrin, James
M. Quick, Richard H. Reels, Allan
K. Risdon, William Soliday, John
Souriall, Stephen Spence, William
Watson, Jacquelyn Zimmerman.

Beams with .s mehes.
Thus far. a
compiled a
grand total
inches, and
the list is le :.. means exhaustive. Comps.- am; figure with
the total
..;11 of publicity
given teithe Fe... Music Club: 27
column inches. The club has
sponsored three concerts, with
Ellen Faust. Roger Perkins and
Larry Hanks, and Bukka White,
each of whotn received an average of 9 column inches of publicity.
The last concert of the semester will be on Dec. 6, with Al
Yeeung and Perry Detre-man.
These tee musicians are second
to Dine: they respect their
music, and they ;ire probably the
most exciting folk singers to appear on this campus, but they
need publicity.
I trust that you will remedy
the ,..:tuation
ire Itrossnion
Prehident.
s..e.s. Feu:
Chib
.sit .637,-;
11’ 41
1,11k’-..

T

s

,111’1

WIII14.

Best for the average skier because: they
have strong inner counters, hinged heel,
thick inner padding and speed lacing
and are priced right. Reg. $35.95
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if Data -Guides pare down the sub
to the important core facts. They c
centrate your final studying elf
You’ll review faster, with less se
and remember more!
/ Data -Guides present these fa
on permanent, single sheet loose -le
charts (8t ’x11 No hunting thau
Pages on Data -Guides, your eyes:
sweep in whole chunks of inferolatio
and re scan again and again until
facts are fixed in your mind.
if Data -Guides organize the facts
you. You know what is important. I
learn and review in a systematic IraIn
ner, as numbers, letters, colors
differing type faces lead you tutu
the subject.
every IV
I/ There are Data -Guides in
ject Math, Science, Business, I.
guages, History, English...
LEARN THE FACTS ON DATACUIOES
AND YOU WILL DO BETTER! ,
term
IMPORTANT NOTE: After this
perm
notes and texts are gone, your
9
nent Data -Guide summaries are
keys to higher grades next term!
At book stores. Only 79e each.
coui.L.T.A?;
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

1;4

GrOUPS

SL 1.1,

Wt. invite you to come to our
meetings and to hear how we
are working out our problems
tirough applying the truths of
Christian Seance.

RYAN’S

lion ’Prop

CYp

In these troublesome times it
takes some doing to keep one’s
perspeetive
to appraise world
renditions with intelligence and he retro. tip with satisfying
Seienee and
an cc r Thi
Ile eltIc ssall Kea’ to the Scrip
t are le: Mary Baker Eddy, has
heIteed many of us to do this. It
ran help you, too.

Priced from
12.95 to
24.95

of America shall
burn. The
whole of Ameriva shall
itself once and for all literate
from the
om i no us Yankee
imperialist
yoke."
CLEAR INTENT
In Roca’s We lets 11,’Cl’e
clear
intent.
Yet within the Organieith,h1
American States. from
Whose
councils Cuba itheady had
been
banned, there remained
dada.
W o r ds, they said,
Were tat
weapons.
Brazil, Bell’, -ii, Chile,
guay and Mexico eoniinueduns
maintain relations wtih the to
Ca.
tm regime, refusing
to irk,
other American states in
a dip.
lomatic and economic blockade.
of Cuba.
The Castro regime itself
nied vehemently that it has de
Orel
other than moral support
to thr
Venezuelan terroristto.
This week, from it cache
arms discovered on a Venceelasa
beach, Venezuela ssesents
denc.e to the contrary.
Venezuela, backed by the
United States, will demand
that
the OAS unite ag.einst Cuba
der the Treaty ref Rio which
a.a
is known as the Tresay of
Re.
ciprocal Assistance.
The answer
whelming hemisplaH se,sr,
Unfortunately, past eel:formals
permits no such encouraging el.
come.
_-

TO PREPARE FOR FINAL EXAMS

82995

HAHNEHAMM BOOTS

Open ddily 8 A.M.
Thursdoy fill 9 P.M.

INIPORTANT VICTORY
It wits an important victory,
too, for the Venezuelan people
and for the Venezuelan military
who successfully had resisted
the temptation to seize the reins
of government and thus provide
the terrorists with proof that
democracy in Latin America
would not work.
Now a new test involving the
whole of Latin America is at
hand.
Only a few weeks prior to
Betaneourt’s Washington visit,
Communist Cuba itself had made
clear the importance it attached
Ii, Venezuela.
In a Havana rally marking
the fifth anniversary of the
overthrow ref Venezuelan dictator Perez Jiminez, Cuban Communist leader Bias Raco declared that the Venezuelan rebels are not alone and that "we
will continue giving them our
backing every day." And he
tinkled:
"When they achieve their full
indeprendenee and make themseeees owners of the great riches
in fill, aluminum and everything
their earth imprisons, then all

Oran such rinea
me!’ lee
fermiers as the E eeest"n
the Wayfarers. and Peter, Pa1.11,
and Mary. Just how the Spartan
Daily missed this we’ll never
kt-11,

0.111,1

Josr.

By PHIL NEW’SOM
UPI Ferelgn Ness’s Analyst
impossible to perceive at the
time, there was tragic irony in
President Kennedy’s greeting
upon the occasion last Feb. 19 of
Venezuelan President Romulo
13etancourt’s state visit to
Washington.
"You represent all that we
admire in a political leader,"
Kennedy said.
He was addressing a man who
had survived three assassination
attempts and still was to survive a fourth in a nation which
was the No. 1 target of Castro
communism’s attempt to destroy
democracy in Latin America,
Yet 10 months later, it was
President Kennedy, leader of the
weild’s free nations, who was
himself to fall victim to an assassin’s bullet.
This week Venezuela turned
an important corner.
Despite terrorist threats, more
than three million Venezuelans
turned out in free elections to
name Betancourt’s successor. It
was an important triumph for
Betancourt who has been determined that first, free elections be held and second, that
next March he should turn his
office over to the man who won.

"

QUILTED PARKAS
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Thrust and Parry
thousand dollars daily, enough
to cover the expenses of a oneyear scholarship. Why squander
funds on the preposterous union project when they can be
put to better use?
The majority of students at
San Jose State have neither the
time or money to waste on a
college union. The above include
night st u dent s, commuters,
those who work their way
through college and the rare
tea who go to schuiol for Theaonly.
ilemic
Who then will benefit if this
student intim is foisted upon a
lethargic majority? The very
location INinth Street I of the
proposed building site betrays
the union’s true purpose. It may
be only a short walk from Ilth
street yet a great distimcfs and
’Wont enience for those who are
located.
Bill Cole
.sit

!Ilion ’Propaganda’
Blasted
y GrouPs
par:
coder

lili,pices of our
ration a
tie it iiimitlist
propaganda campaign
ponoth
ploposed student
oring the
begun in earnest. The
has
ion
Daily that
the Spartan
medastrity I,
or
of campus or0 3 (111111iiiale joined hands
iodations. ha,.e
to bless iiiit. alIlhe crusade ciintinis %kith
clutteres1
architectural moflp :mother
to41Y. now ssi. are being plasisen
shilling the
rfd win po
iis $3.6
bencid,1
leged
%late el,ph.mt. Such
t.iiiring the
te arguments
as -it Will
union
v.peetiue
cents a day,"
iyeust SeVell
of sttlaim ti
oneht the
ludicrous of all.
ri and most
a place to
I will :w.f.
1ii, stimulate
tet and Ilea
milt: being
e
tis."
’elated.
postulations
ot. the above
When
of coarse, pure tripe.
of -seven
timed up that tidal
exceeds one
Os per day- wei:

or juLIiti11 Ic

’Use Union Funds
On World’s Children’
Editor:
Regarding the proposed increase in Student EiAly lees for

Enid Nagel
A 391

geauly Care
At low. I ow Priers
work done bylila1 jfjrd

Writer Resents Cost
For Union Privileges

studentr, under :-tipers

LLIVAN

B

EAUTY COLLEGE

Moved to New Location
I ...all 111,1 m.

Give Your
Thanksgiving Hostess
Flowers from

295.9Si6

...

Ncvukti
FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"
2n: atcl San Fernando
CYpress 2-8312

L WAYS

AND YO’J PAY NO MOPE
,..4.4.444m01441411

Master
JEWELERS
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

the purpose of building a Student Union:
I believe that this proposed
increase is indeed an excellent
way in which to raise money for
most of us can afford to pay
this additional amount. [however. considering all the money
we already waste on cosmetics
anti dog food and beer and
TGIF parties, and also considering that the facilities which
will be provided in the proposed
Student Union already exist in
abundance on 1,1. within walking
distance of the campus, I propose that we do not commit
another crime of selfishness and
St astefulness against the underprivileged two-thirds of our
let loss human beings.
Therefore, I strongly suggest
that we assess ourselves not for
an additional playground, but
for the building of primary educational facilities for the hunMINIS of thousands of children
throughout the world who do
not hall. (-sin I Ilk bare minimum. I urge all decent people
to follow, ;it least this once, Outmuch neglected Judeo-Christian
ethic of "love thy neighbor"
and to practice it towaixl our
neielibors in Asia and Latin

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

ENGAGE sir NI A Lin WI’ al:i&

I resent additional costs being
added to my tuition fees just
because the majority of the 20,000 students at the Winchester
Mystery House are too lazy to
get themselves to one of the
near-campus "hea tit y’* parlors or
barber shops, or will he too
lazy to vote against the Student Union. Then there is in
every majority group, a certain
number who simply baa their
way to the polls.
I understand $3.6 million to
be the maximum amount that
can be spent for a Union Building. What is the maximum
amount that can be spent in
library improvement, or even
in constructing an auditorium?
By the way. this auditorium
would have the distinction of
being the only one on S.IS campus large enough to accommodate those who would like to be
assured of a seat at lectures
and concerts.
Will the majority of SJS students INC the Union every day?
If yott will, perhaps you can
pay your own seven cents per
day. Maybe you can stretch it
to 10 cents per day to make up
for people like me. For one thin
dime. 1,10th of a dollar. Spartans, you can enter and re-enter
the haven any number of times
a day. You can have a system
like stamping the Spartan Shield
between the brows of every toll
payer. It can he a "thing" like
roving representation of cafeteria segregation. Would this pay
for your Union?
Then perhaps the majority
would really benefit by following some new and simple policy
like "first things first." This
seems to he a far more logical
direct ion than the prevailing
one of -keeping up with the
’University of Californians.’"
Carol Iterldo
A14501

Steve Larson Lauds
JFK Union Proposal
Editor:
would like to eollgralIdatP
Thomas Berger for his excellent
suggestion to name a College
Union al San Jose State after
our late President, John Fitzgerald Kennedy. I agree completely that no monument to
the late President would be more
fitting than to name our proposed Union alter Mr. Kennedy
for he epitomized the vigor and
dynamism of youth which we
hope will find expression at San
Jose State in the Union program.
Already steps are being taken
to consider Mr. Berger’s suggestion. On Thursday of this
week, the College Union Committee is meeting to consider
the proposals for naming the
Union. Of course, no final decision can be made until after
the students determine if they
will financially support the Union on Dec. 11 and 12. Also,
members of the Student Council
have expressed a desire to create some monument to our late
President. None could he more
fitting than the naming of the
Union after the assassinated
President.
In conclusion, I would like to
encourage as many students as
possible to express their opinions
on the proposal, for whether the
Union is named after President
Kennedy or in another manner,
the students will have the right.
to make known their thoughts
on the matter.
Steve Larson, Pmsident
Associated Student Body
San Jose State College

Student Reconsiders
College Union Issue
Editor:
A month ago, When I was first
confronted with the College
Union issue, I was opposed to the
entire idea. However, upon scene
investigation, I have since
learned many facts and points ol
view which caused me to change
my mind in regaid to the Union.
If you don’t mind I’d like to
comment, on a few of these facts
and view points.
iii Many people, and a’ certain poster, have commented
that the College Union will be
composed of many unnecessary
facilities such as a bowling alley,
a snack bar, a barber shop, etc.
There are two facts which I feel
throws a new light upon this
entire issue. First, these facilities will not add the cost, hut
will actually reduce the student’s fees as they will produce
a significant source of income.
At the same time they will still
give the student the most nuisonable Nice possible. Secondly,
these facilities will serve as eonvenient service and recreational
facilities for a great deal of the
student body. Because of these
two reasons, I feel that these
facilities are more than justified.
12) Many people have also
commented that the College
Union should not cost 3.6 million dollars, hut only one or two
million. I at first agreed with
them. However, after considering the fact that almost 20,000
students attend this college and
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Your Master
JEWELER
72 S. F,rst

St
San Jose
.p.tse 297-0920

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

"LORD OF THE FLIES"

"BOCCACCIO 70"

Students $I.00

STUDENTS

RIM
Alma and Almadita Rd.
"VIOLENT MIDNIGHT"
"DEFIANT DAUGHTERS"
"PLAYGIRLS AFTER NIGHT"

let & Soo Salvador CT 2-677S
"UNDER THE YUM-YUM TREE"
-- Students $1 00

$1 00

TROPICAIRE
1964 Alum Rost Asn.
South Screen
"MCLINTOCK"
"WIVES AND LOVERS"
North Screen
"GIRL FEVER"
"TOWER OF LONDON"
"VAMPIRE"
"SEA NYMPHS"

SJS Alumni Comment
On ’Dr. Smith Affair’
I .111,
Alit.: i’l oling about the ’Dr
Smith Aliktle we can’t tvoist
comment. Our opinion is ba*ect
on our experience as high school
teachers. And that is exactly
vihat San Jose State College
sound, like these days --a high
school. 11c hum, some instituti
11:0.11’ change’.
Menin Ili Mitten
’Cohort Clement
Robert Smith
Alumni

Students $1.00
Starts 7 p.m.

the

Mom
Where Men’s Strange
Desires ore Fulfilled

Now through
Friday

Eugene O’Neill’s
LONG DAY’S
JOURNEY INTO NIGHT

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS ... 2t14

Student Satirizes
Building Proposals
Editor:
Ilrle it is 1968; just one more
week before the grand opening
of the College Union. The student body is practically coming
out of its skin with excitement.
Just think, just one more week
and this gorgeous towering edifice will be lit up like a Christmas tree, and students will be
swarming to its glorious entrance in droves. My, how it
would add to the excitement if
the Board of Trustees would announce the fate of Tower Ilan
on the day of the grand opening.
What a beautiful, beautiful!
building. How proud the student
body and alumni can he of all
their efforts and patience which
made this dream come true.
especially the students who were
on campus in the fall of ’63
What a hold group they must
have been to propose such an
enormous undertaking. They
could just as well have selfishly
squandered the student funds
on something academic.
It.
only they were here to enjoy it
nets
How proud we are of our
College Union. What a transformation it, has effected on the
campus. For now, no longer will
attention be focused on the
bleak, stark naked building,
which make up the other 99 per
cent of the college complex. Ni,
longer will we look with indignation at the red brick mausoleums we call the dormitories
No longer will we concern ourselves with the ramshackledness
of the Spartan City dwellings
Ilf married people want to come
to college, they should be
to live in such squalor.)
No longer will we be upset
with the inadequate librar
hours and the diminutive number of library books.
No, we have nothing to reel plain about now. For sh Or,i,
Mr brand new
toy, which we
have wanted for so long, will
open its doors, and then we can
PLAY, PLAY. PLAY.
Jim Bettis
ASIS .1113109

Lore (it first
sight! The
layered look by
Bobbie Brooks!
s3 To 5’’12
Young juniors rely
on Bobbie Brooks to take
them around campus,
and off in the height of
.
style. Here is the

lit ih,,r
I u.u. It to publicly commend
the ,tridents of Markham Hall
heir very excellent conduct

layered look, and the only
word to describe it is
"in" for fall!

SPARTAN DAILY - NOV. I

"DIVORCE ITALIAN STYLE"
filtAP5,L.

In connection with the fire which
recently occurred in that building. Through the alert iind quick
actions on the pal t
some to’
the residents, the lire was confined to a small art -a, I lu not
know the names of all of those
who actively Participated, However, the names of limit al Kingsley, Leo Andersen, John fiend ricks, Barry Georgia and Richard Leelert have come to my
attention. These and all others
participating deseive a pat on
the back for their quick ai i,,,
filen fitittornisen
Business \tanager

"EUROPE IN THE RAW"

SZAIQATOGZAI

1433 THE ALAMEDA

that San Jose is rated as the
23rd largest college in the nation, 1 feel that this college
needs a building of 3.6 million
dollars portions and quality.
Other eolleges which have spent
only one or two million dollars
on their Unions have also had
student bodies of only 5,000 or
ri,000 students.
13, As a last point, many opponents to the College Union
seem to feel that the Union has
too many recreational facilities
and will not add to the intellectual glow t h of the college.
Fiist of all, the Union is not
supposed to be entirely dedicated to intellectual pursuits, it
is designed to present a well
rounded program of cultural, educational, social, and recreation
al programs. Secondly, from my
own experience, I have observed
that the best of intellectual discussions have not started as educational pursuits, but just by
people getting together. Surely
the College Union, above all else,
is designed to bring our student
body closer together.
Lester Mayhew
A45430

Manager Commends
Markham Students

94’spiee
CY 5.72311
552 S. Bascom
"LONG DAY’S JOURNEY
INTO NIGHT"
"THE BALCONY"
Students $1.00
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Dancer Undulates
-- Daily Pulsates

go" Orlon

111 hat it
when a local
stripper. I sips, exotic denier
iinittiti ti.
a room full of
Ilanh,irking students? spar tan fhtil reporters found out
yesterday.
- - ----------YOU’VE READ ABOUT HER.
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ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

Highlander v -neck cardigan
in wool. Navy, red,
black, white, grey. $10.
Adagio stretch pants: 60%
rayon 40% nylon. Red,

and her
44’s

Plus: Exotic Dancers
and other entertainment

acrylic. Red.

white. $3.

black, green. $12.
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’s,r; CALIFORNIA SHOP,
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Shows Calm

Pres. Johnson Takes New Job
With Greatest Dignity and Pride Asilomar Site

"Gunfight at OtC Corral," starring Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming and John
Ireland, will be the feature at this
week’s Friday Flicks.
In the film, Wyatt Karp at-

By GERALD GUIROR
Lyndon B. Johnson found himself in a role he was unaccustomed
to Friday, Nov. 22, 1963, but it
was a role he assumed with the
greatest dignity and pride the
position of the President of the
United States.
While President Johnson stepped
Into a role unusual to him and unusual to the nation, he showed
signs of calm and ability in the
crisis of President Kennedy’s
death. However, Johnson’s back-

SAVE ME

’ground is unknown to those who
I are unsure of his ability. Consequently, they may not become
’satisfied for a long time that
’Johnson is the man for the nation’s most powerful position.

INITIAL ROLE
On the other hand, there are
reasons to believe that he has the
necessary ability, energy and fortitude to do a job worthy of the
greatest presidents’ commendations.
I Going back to his initial role

In the Vice Presidency, one learns
that Johnson was thrust into a
position, AS he put it, "I did not
want." AU reports diuing the
early part of the Kennedy Administration indicate that Vice
President Johnson had "taken
hold" as the Vice President.
Whereas reports say that Johnson was not happy with his job
as Vice President, by no means
do they suggest he shirked his
responsibilities. On the contrary.
Vice President Johnson was said
to "pounce on a new job like a

on in the Democratic party. He
maintained the Democratic majority and eventually increased it.
Later he became the Majority
Leader in the Senate and assumed
a powerful prestige and association with all legislators. He could
get from them almost, any information he wanted. He controlled
them. However, as Vice President,
Johnson found this power taken
from him. Perhaps rightly he felt
slighted.
On the other hand, Johnson
commanded respect as Vice Presi-

SAVE ME

SAVE ME

24-Hour Ski Report
Call 286-3313 Day or Night
Another service of

FREEMAN’S SPORTS CENTER

HonDa
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knooesn.
crime=
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SALES SERVICE PARTS
1401 W. San Carlos St.
295-7295
HOURS: 8 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday

WHY?

00 half of America’s college students either quit
or flunk out before graduation?
Are so many students today suffering from emotional disorders’
Is the suicide rate among young people rising dramatically,

A timely
and critical
report on
the crisis
in American
college life
by Richard E. Gordon, M. D.
Katherine K. Gordon

Mid E. Genlit
FAWN L brim

THE
BLIGHT
ON
THE
IVY

Ns %OM Os paw
Written h
he authors of
al Os war% OkrIol
one of the most talked -about
bestsellers --The Split -Lei el
NUM MINIM
saw Om
Trapthis new book ex
poses the harsh realities,
"a.
fears, anxieties and tensions
running rampant through today’s campus generation.
Through dramatized case histories based on thousands
of interviews. the authors show how the socio-economic
patterns and the unrealistic goals and pressures in
America today are creating problems of emotional illness, sexual deviation and promiscuity, insecurity and
a lack of moral fiber in the lives of college students.
Here. no. are dynamic proposals for presenting these
emotional ills.
This is mutt reading for parents, students and all concerned with the college scene.
$4.95
Get your copy today.
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PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON
. dignify and pride
duck on a June bug." In his de- dent. It was said that Johnson
scriptive terminology may lie the filled a larger role than any preanswer to some of the doubts the, vious Vice President. He attended
American people have about the I cabinet meetings. headed the Nanew President. Even a heart at- tional Space Council and the
tack in 1955 has not slowed hint. National Advisory Council for the
The fact is, since he took over Peace Corps.
as President on Nov. 22 Johnson
Johnson also played an imhas dune extensive research on portant role in the U.S.’s foreign
foreign problems, while conduct- tsdicy- on which he and Kennedy
ing meetings with US. and for- agreed entirely. He visited India’s
eign representatives. Also Johnson Prime Minister Nehru and toured
called for a first hand report on Viet Nam, Formosa and Thailand.
the situation in Viet Nam and on not to mention many other offithe overthrow of President Ngo cial visits to global points.
Dinh Diem,
VITALITI
When Johnson became Vice
Further, the role of President
President, he remarked: "The may have been just what Johnson
truth is I did not want the job has been looking for. Esen though
of Vice President. I did not seek his legislative role is not comit. I had not thought it would parable to his power now, he has
be offered to me. I preferred my power he did not have as Vice
role as a legislator."
President. This, in itself, may he
Apparently, his main forte lay enough to give President Johnson
in his role tlt: a legislator. In the the vitality a President needs for
Senate, Johnson was a ’take. the job -one in which President
charge guy." He was first elected Johnson may assert national leadto the Senate in 194e and he be- ership.
came Minority (Democratic, LeadThis leadership may also give
er in the GOP-controlled Senate President Johnson the Democratic
of 1953. Also he was the youngest nomination this summer. Not only
man ever elected to Senate lead- did Johnson give President Kenership.
nedy a substantial Southern vote,
When Johnson became a mem- hut Johnson’s civil rights policy
ber of the House at the age of may have gained him many lib29, he stopped the bickering going erals’ votes.

For all Your Holiday Occasions . . . fabulous
after-five fashions in the AFTER FIVE SHOP
now at M. BLUM’S.
Exciting velveteen separates, glamorous cocktail and dinner dresses ... all at prices designed

1

VIRsq Al FOUNTAIN
STATE

Nardi:

tempts to bring law to Dodge City
but runs into great difficulty because the town marshal is working
with the outlaw gangs. A dance
hall girl falls for Wyatt. and Doc
Holliday, with many problems of
his own, joins forces with Karp
to wipe out the Clanton gang.
The film, preceded by a cartoon,
will be shown at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
in T1155. Admission is 35 cents.

Dr. Wilbur 11.
SWillIvon,
lessor DT MitTobittlos.ry.
named to an honorarY has
mein
ship in the
California Asm,
Medical Laboratory
Techa06,4
He is the fifth person
honored in the history to tiF
of th.
grunza t ion.
Dr. Swanson was elected
nj
orary membership at
the
annual convention of
held in Sacramento in CAN!
lie was also honored
Yule Ball Canceled;
at it,
held in Los Gatos
last
sponsored by the Santa
Queen To Reign
c
County Chapter of
CAMLT.
At Drill Dec. 17
He joined the SJS staff
in
Respecting the Armed Forces and has been
in.strumental in
official 30-day mourning Period for development of the
trietenni
John F. Kennedy, the Pershing medical technok. procrarn
t
their
Christhave
cancelled
Rifles
French Film Today
mas Ball
The Foreign 1..iiiituao, La;
Ron Bukowski. PR information
officer, said that no new date has ment will present a French
with English sub-titles. ’Thr,
been scheduled. Bid refunds can
Inn," today, at
p.m 15 CI,
be picked up in 1340.
All students are iii. It(qi
_
Bukowski said that the PR
Queen and her court which would
’LL-TI.
have reigned at the dance will now
There are 840 hill -tune fa
be honored at the ROTC Battalion members at SJS.
drill Dec. 17.
The five Queen finalists are
Claire Border, Alpha Chi Omega:
OPEN TONIGHT
Nikki Knox, Washburn Hall;
’TIL 9:00
Kathy Koch, Catholic Women’s
Center; Sandra Mayfield, Delta
Roberts Book Store
Gamma; and Melisa Myers, Alpha
loo, St. across horn man’s
dor
Omicron Pi.

eSdIX$F5107
Donovan, C
son are the
Contest fed
World,1_1s!

la

In Person!

JOAN BAEZ
"Gwen *1 Anwricun eoiksineers ..." Newsweek.

SAT. EVE., DEC. 7

at 8.30

San Jose Civic At,

Tickets On Sale Now at WENDELL WATKINS BOX OFFICE
Sherman Clay, 89 So. First St., San Jose
10:30 to 5:30

$4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50.
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OPENS FRIDAY
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By Giraudoux

James W. Pratt
Awarded Doctorate
James W. Pratt, assistant professor of political science has been
awarded a doctorate degree from
Columbia University. Title of Dr.
Pratt’s dissertation was "Leadership Relations in Foreign Policy
Legislation."
Dr. Pratt earned his kit. from
Kenyon College in 1947, his LLB
in 1950 from University of Michigan, and his M.A. from Columbia
University in 1954. lie began
teaching at San Jose State in 1961.

A Drama DoparImant Production

Miniature

December 6, 7, and 11-14, 1963
College Theatre

Curtain 1:15 p.m.

SJS Students 50t

Gen. Adm. $1.25

ALMA (.
41: V/

Box Office 5th and E. San Fernando 5,s
Open 1-5 p.m. Weekdays

Pi Lambda Theta
To Initiate
A candlelight initiation will he
held Sunday at 4:30 p.m. in Memorial Chapel by Pi Lambda
Theta, national honor and professional association for women in
education.
Officiating will be Camlyne Aubrey, president, and Margaret Tellea, vice president.

Air Power Series
"Global Relations 1943." "Two
Years of War," and "D-Day" are
today’s historical Air Power Series films shown in TH55 at 2:30
p.m.
MASTER THESIS
Master’s thesis at SJS have
covered such topics as "German
Naval Planning for Operation
Flarbarryssa," "The Life Insurance Industry of Hong Kong,"
"Lipids in Relatio ntn Atherosclerosis" and "Nocturnal Activity Pattern of the Dusky.
Footed Wood Rat."

Whtersa your needs in tho way of
auto services, from
tankful of gat
to an ngints tuna -up, you can be
sure thy’ll get prompt expert attention at reasonable student rate s-

NA MP

ZONE

Senior nursing student Kathleen
Devin is now a second lieutenant
in the Army Nurse Corps.
She received her commission
Tuesday from Lt. Col. Edwin T.
Rios, professor of military science.
Her three-year tour of duty will
begin in September at Brooks
Army Medical Training Center,
Fort Sam Houston, San Antonio,
Tex.
Miss Devin said that through
a nurse training program the
Army paid her last two years
of college expenses, including
room and board.
She said that she will be eligible
for overseas duty after one year
in the United States. She hopes
, to go to Europe.

STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE

Wilt PE_ EASIOON 15

CITY

Spartacamp committee is preparing for the 17th annual Spartacamp to be held March 14 and 15
at Asilomar Campgrounds near
Monterey.
Students can sign up for interviews which’ will select the camp’s
counselors. Signups are being
taken at the College Union until
tomorrow.
Following the signups, interviews will be held Monday through
Dec. 13.
Counselors conduct discussion
groups which discuss selected topics on various problems and question college students have. Prior
to the camp, counselors will attend five weekly meetings during
which students are instructed in
group discussion techniques.

HERB’S
Chevron Station

to treat a college budget nicely.

riaaae tend
_
copies of PLIGHT 09 INF IVY ft 14 95 per
copy Prorpold .1 I enrIme 0 check 0 money order

ADORFSS

Of Spartacamp

Student Receives
Army Commission

San Jos

244 So, 2nd St.

Dr. Swanson
Named Honorar
CAMLT Membe

’Gunfight at OK Corral’
Plays at Friday Flicks

OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
1111tONT WHIRS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES EALANCED
MOTOR TUNCUP
Corner of Ittlt and William St.

enemies?
Your friends will squeal ... with delight! And your dare steal
They’ll develop a
of jitters! Girls, who’d
bad case
big thing
your fella? Cosa Nostra ...our thing ... becomes the a dent
on the campus. The heart is blood red; the dagger of fine
menacing black. The turtle -neck shirt (if you care) is
washable’
knitted cotton with 3/4 sleeves and is completely white
only.
Put the kiss of death on boredom ,,.order today in
802%
1.10,00
sororities
clubs,
for
quantities
by
ordering
in
Save
MERCANTILE

" . :077:42:
st .... ........ T::;;:fl7I:11. ........................ ’.
L’’’s
"Cosa Nostra"
Please send Immediately
QUANTITY

SMALL

MCDIUM

I LARGE

TOTAL
TOTAL PRICE
WAWA
Of SHIRTS

V. i i J. , ’ ’
Ii

fi

CHECK ENCLOSED

NOSEY SODER ENCLOSE

.
"ORM
STATE
CITY
...........................................

215
GRABrusaisa

11110._

-41111.111

WHO WILL WIN TODAY?

Illusions Enhance
Giraudoux Fantasy
Tomorrow Night
With

the

Municipal Chorus
Slates ’Messiah’

heat near

Safi
NI unicipial
the "Meswill 1,,,
siah- 8 15 Saturday evening and
afterno,n in the Sent!’ ,, ’remple. 3rd and St.
Reginald G. (;reeri.
brook. assistant conductor for
the Chorus, will lead the singers.
The concert is open to the
Public’ free of charge on a first come. first-,eated basis. according to Jane Antler,on seeretary
for Iii.’ patron nf the
.

gimmicks, illusions. some slight
of hand, and 25 actors, the
Drama Department will open its
production

"Ondine"

timorross

night in the College Theater,
Jean Giraudoux’s
romantic
fantasy, set in the pre-Gothic
era, calls for a great many theatrical technicalities.
The audience sees armor mysteriously fall from a knight’s
laxly, a veuus appear mid -stage
in a puff of smoke, flowers fall
from the heavens, and a door
that opens by itself.

to r.) Eddy Emanu El, Marion Stave, Allen
SIX FINALIST5(1.
William Pendergast, and Jim TeliefDonovan, Carol Hartman,
students participating in the Dr. Dorothy Kauch-ir
the
are
son
in Studio Theater. Winner will be award
Contest today at 3:30
ed $50.

Kaucher Finalists
To Compete Today
-.1

Worlds Largest Salt-Water Tank
in
nu.

.

a snack

1-y

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
RESTAURANT
FOUNTAIN
7th & Santo C,a/,,, San JOU.
7 car.- 1re..0 p.m.Closed on Mon

Alma Goif Course
Considt-Ts your budget

’tin’ students conkpeting for
In ’first place of $50 will
I
Auen I inn,c.,111 reading "A
rdatidia,\," by Dylan
Tellefson with
-I lie Sneed in the Ruins," by
endiali! NlinIdush; Ed Emanu
.sri
i ,o1,1,;" Marian Stave
leeldoe Iron) "Millay Poiii.
SI. Vincent;
,11, .cieci ions from
,,,
hy T. If.
1,
I
Hartman
Thi e is Time," by
III in II.. dor n.
The speako. will be judged on
Ion. basis: chore.’ of material,
understanding or author’s inteliiietrial rind emotional intent,
ntational skills, and COM, ,Ima and audience con -

THURSDAY
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1

....Hier, an emeritus pro1,....."an this contest in
...
1912. and it has been continued
sc.mestet since then.

75’
,.nsday-Wednesday-Friclay
ill,

Th, fonds for the contest are
’Itrough the Reader’s Theon, ’i Ii in h is
,
oil eVelY

per person
to 6 p.m.

Card

50‘

41The
’’iirrilburg" on

it n-nitigtolittry illn
II)

Inn

All

ALM.L GOLF COURSE
S:.

The six

t1:11.titillatO in the
i .1 to Is. held this
at :L:10 in Studio The.

Whether it’s a meal or

Miniohire Golf with ASB

ii,hosen.

t or 04:11.11111,

large, prices are right

mo

lkirothy

iliti,rpretation mm-

edelmilerelie,

The linige

This is where servings are

Mcndai

1,, ItIO

Phone 298-4909

.11,t

interested students and
1,.. miters are weleome ir
,ifternrnin’. oral in.,
MIN.
I

KS.CS /A )1.4

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

More importantly, however.
these gimmicks only enhance
the
powerful,
compassionate,
and, yet, often very humorous
play Giraudoux wrote.

339 S. 1st St.
(across from Hal s)

The French playwright took
a German fairy tale as the
source for his play, and used it
as a frame onto which he hung
his view of the world.

CT 7-4653

Giraudoux has played the
myth of the water nymph and
the knight who fall in love antt
marry only to find their opposite,
worlds unable to co-exist in modern idiom and expre,:sion. This
irony is a source of much of the
play’s appeal.
The play opens tomorrow
night, and runs Saturday and
Dec. 11-14.

MARV CAMPBELLSJS student will be appearing with his
band, The Blue Kings, at the All -College Stomp Friday, Dec. 13.
at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Pavilion. Bands and
Hootenanny groups for the event were announced yesterday.

Hootenanny, Band Groups
Chosen for College Stomp

Kappa Sig Forms
Fraternity at SJS
Kappa Sigma, the first national fraternity to attempt colonization at SJS, has announced
that they have pledged 34 men
following their Nov. 13-15
formal rush period.
According to Kappa sigma
Publicity Director, Alan Iforowitz, 250 men showed up at the
formal rush in the Engineering
Building during the three-day
periotl. The interested men were
greeted by Kappa Sigs from the
campuses of Stanford and 17niversity of California at Davis.
Officers for the new SJS
fraternity are President Don
Jensaa, VS’e-Presklent Iry Skeoch, Secretary 13ob Weir, Treasurer Donald Anderson. and Social Chairmen Charles Caulk
and Randy Norris.

,,The three bands and three
hootenanny groups that will be
apix’aring in the All -College
Stomp were ant-trainersl yesterday by ;Audition, ehaimen Gene
Gastelum and Jim Osborne.
Winners of the band auditions
are Mary Campbell and the Blue
Kings from San Jose State, The
Lancers from Stanford and San
Jose State, and the Nile Caps
from San Jose State.
Hootenanny contestants are
on Wilson from this campus.
The Village Squires from Foot-hill College, and The Song Drivers form S.’S.
The ten top dancers from a
dance contest held earlier on
TV will also vie for awards. Interested dancers may sign up at
ticket booths on campus.
Bands, each playing ha’ 40
minutes, and hootenanny groups
perfuming 15 minutes. will be
trying to win one of the twelve
trophies to he ;twinned. The win:
tom; band will also be awaded
mitehing hiazeis to lye provided
by Vaughn.’. Clothing Store.
Bobby Freeman, roek ’n’ roil

Kappa Sigma hopes to move
into a house by spring semester
brit as yo ha,n’t made a definite
eirmtnitment on the location.
Inter-Fraternity (Munch Pres.
Howie Reed said he will suggest
that Kappa Sigma apply for recognition by the IR’ at nee.

Mc.. 85 Watts

THURSDAY
4:28Sign On
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Working Men’s flub in
Au:dr:ilia, has the lung.
ii the world. It is 285
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3 Speed Bicycles

Joan Baez, termed by Ness’.week magazine as queen of
American foiksingers, will appear at the San Jose Civic Auditorium S.iturday es ening at

\111,11

the

West

roast.

They

10 Speed Bicycles

look we’ve designed in’ It,
-1 11re famong Artearved env;e/,
’ 1 Ings, it’s styled to
’rig for permanent valo,.
ny Artearved Jeweler Inst.,’

"PEAVE COUPS"
The Community Welfare Council
of Sacramento is undertaking its
"Peace Corps" project. The
prOMIII1 is designed to decrease
tIs’ number of ’oh,. .1 dropout,.
ii ill help potenAlege student
tial dropouts solve their study
poiblems.

the

College Outline Serie.

wilshire

and deliver YOUR

car for

service
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* Complete Stock
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Colabask Pipes

* Smokers Accessories

peared oil KPFA. San Ft -anent,.

itild Art. F.11111 -

concerts are the
rule svhere.er she appears, and
Vanguard reher bestelling
cordings have been among the
hip on charts since the albums
were released.

Some F1111

1 .. Ions, .i

up

* Meerschaum aid

Is,

..cocrsco=-.....00sesares000coocooccocespaccoc-..cocces,

.,ollege women
et with a knowing ,
notch "today."

We pick

* Imported Pipet
and Tobaccos

turntken attendance ieeords an nin.
mut have apt’ahale

Lo I poop

Designed for you, forever

Itertn,6

!
HO
The
will presid
’dig and Prrry
Hilt..
, iivert
Lederman
ballads, spirit mils, and 1,, .
tomorrow night at 8 in 1.1
mission is $1.
Young ;nal IzAirrnian
song throughout
the I’,
States, hut they feel at hon.,

Joan Baez

Nits, Iraer is presented try 1111’

11.conting artist s% la, made a

with "Do Ya Minna Dane,
will perform with Tony Pagan
and his band.
San Jose State’s Ed Belling
vAll emcee the es ent, to lie held
at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Pavilion Friday, Dee,
13. Tickets will be available tomorrow and all next week at
the booths by the Spartan book stone and Cafeteria.

Folk Music Club
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Dirt!

Stanford Wins Three Berths
On SJS All-Opponent Team

Menendez Reflects

alit Di

Stanford placed three inen on ’of the Yeal’ in Northern California
the San Jose State’s 12-man all -land a Los Angeles Ram draft
...,:..rnent football team, annotinced t.rho,ce, and ifildehrand continually
week by Coach Bob Tit chenal. sprung Stanford backs with kej,.
lialfInwk Dick Ragsdale. ern- blocks in the line.
Munson, No. 1 Ram draft serj, the SIKTI’l
ilia \Ver.t I
Mars Harris and tarkleSi
lection. convicted 15 of 24 passes
g...iehes
Hildebrand were ltut,siitg a nelect
the Ag.t, -Ni
League s..lections on group that included three of for 229 yards in leading
over SJS.
II,. S..artan squad besides Korbus
aloud:iv’. top Itraftees picked by gies to a 20-0 will
2
,/1,111111’il 1.11 7.11M1/t. the National Football League-1.,11Balt’ lllll re’a No.
Lorick,
1.:
kpan and Tonv Loriek and Charley Tavlor pick., and Tavlor. first 1.11011111.
I
of Arizona State and Bill Nhinof Washington in the NFL draft.
,11111 of (tall State.
fired ASE to a 21-19 111/1111.1.
"I leer th.rt our laws gained
Ragsdale scored four touch- lug is III 11ser 5.15. Lorick scored
a great deal oi evperienee this.
1,avns, setting a new sehool
twice and Tolor headed the
vear." stated
N14.114.111111/..
"Our
in Stanford’s 29-13 win in Sun Devils outside running
junior arsit:t Irani also did well
it ember s season-opener. Har- threat against San J1)1141.
i
nith a 71 rerarrd.
recently k led top Lineman
Lir Bain, is Iii filled in so tal,mirably when Mel Renfro and
bob Berry Were lost to Oregon
talthough Berry saw limited duty I
for the San Jose game was another
halfback choice. SJS won 13-7 in
a major upset.
Dennis 114..ke of Washing sir
State caught 10 passes tor I I
in a 13-8 losing scrap ii ill
the Spartans. Kloke and Idaho.
J11.11 MI/ran were the end ehriii,

Booters Enjoy Successful Year
Ineindie to tile 191;t
ite. olympic team, a mat.

.1p with a Spartan -oat in the
third period. Ilowek el. San Jost.
Stare was unable to score again
ind the lapis held on to win.
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OPEN T
’TIL
Roberts B

Dance to
10!,tlinin awl Blues - Jazz

di...

Cards for all the family
and special occasions

Music by

The Silvertones and others

PAUL’SGltETING CARD SHOP

THAT’S MY BALL, BOYS-Four reasons why
Coach Julie Menendez (left) had a successful
soccer season are (left to right) Al Korbus, Ed
Zumot, Colin Lindores, and Slobodan Galeb.
Korbus and Zumot were first team All-NorCal

292-3565

34 Fountain

.country

*Competition tuneups

Vie Changing caw

and op

Ron Dash
it
competed
..nuti team "
would hav,
:Jr].
!uric tss iet
Darnell, a
reaped hi
at the ,

3090 Monterey Rd.
227-9994

11

Persotud Chrisinum Cards
ror

In A

*

Ends I son,’. hiloke, Washington State, and Jim Moran, Idaho.
Max Leetzow, Idaho,
Tackles
Stanford.
Hildebrand,
and
Al
Guards- Veran Smith, Utah State,
and lit: cc Wilcox, Oregon. Center
Mary Harris, Stanford. Qum:terback Bill Munson, Utah State.
Ifalfbacks !tick Ragsdale, Stanford, and La Bain, Oregon
Flanker Charley Taylor, ASC.
Fullback Tony Lorick, ASS ’

lourth period.
Al Korbus had t:ed

’

*

SJS

10th and William
Memberships available

League choices while Lindores and Galeb were
named to +he second team. The Spartans ended
up in second place in the NorCal listings behind USF and lost to the Dons in the NCAA
playoffs.

SPECI
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THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL

San Jose State Judoists Whip
California in Dual Meet 50-20

Exquisite Nylon Seamless
Stockings. First Quality
2 pairs - $1.00

FORI

180 So. M

TENTH STREET PHARMACY

/...:.iner-iShipley in his first match and
I San Jose Store
night in the Spat tan gym Mall Caplin.eti the 1/11,7/1111.; match .plcrt John Ham:m.1ra for his second victory
III isIatts.
SfaI’t;ufl
, 1!,117:121 ’art on the short end of to gg.r
50-20 scare.
(warp. Dratie, Daane Ellis,
California’s team was made tip
S’aie whippe.1 the
Bruce Drown and 1.ars Mateompletely of brown hells. San
It
won four other matches for
Jose state was 010 ,,l,I, it, use
’4:111 ’lase state. California’s two
three black belts In IN. rattnw ins were gained its Randy
petition.
shad.) and Frank aritto.
bill Knabke, Rich Ferreira :Ind
eoni- Ma fermi r epresented San Jo ..
v lost a State’s black belts. Matteotti sst.
reateti itiirintt the

10th &

254 c131

Santa Clara

ON CANNED GOODS BY THE CASE!
Canned Food Sc:e
Open io the pubiic
. es

in canner’

111’ilf.-

dents and relabled farsous brands by the can or the case

_ ION: Boarding hoiises and student orgecizations.
A complete line of number 10 gallon size cons.

per case

r.,,cl.es
Fruit cckil
Bartlett pear haves
Fancy app’e sauce
Orange sweet peas
Whole unpeeled apricots
A prict halves
24 Ho. 21.2 cans
Whole apricots unpee!ed
Sliced or halves yerow c’ing
peaches
Halves Bartlett pears
Fruit coskt ,i1
Half sliced pineapple
Purpte plums
Tcm itor.s
Tomato paste
Tomato puree
Seed -cis grape:

$2.90
2.90
3.50
3.90
2.65
3.25
2.75
3.50
$4.40
3.75
5.50
4.90
6.50
4.50
4.50
6.90
4.50
4.75

GALLON LOT SALE

488 or.
Tomato
Sauce
Sc each

Le. 1:o :1011 cans

6 gallons per case
per case

8oz. Cans

48

Swimmers

Fruits or Vegetables
Tomato products
S4.50 per castMix’em or Match em
10c per can

OPEN
Mon., Tues.. Wed.

Wholesale
Only
Boarding houses.
Schools and Students

$4.75
Fruit cocktail
4.25
y.c. peaches
4.25
Slcd. y.c. peaches
Halves Bartlett pears
5.50
Diced sweet green peppers 4.25
3.95
Oregon sweet peas
Blue Lake cut beans
3.85
3.00
Tomatoes
Purple plums
4.50
4.75
Tomato catsup fancy
Tomato puree
3.00
All green asparagus cut
5.50
spears
3.90
Chili beans
2.00
Utah diced carrots
2.75
Spinach
3.50
Sliced Oregon beets
’s for salad
6.90
4.75
d plc’, pie apricots

all freshman and iarsitv s-st iris
1...s111 1,1111111i11 W, 11110 ha% 4. not
It::
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trar.
lip for the 1.11111,41.
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.tilt afternomu Ild %seek
at the spartan pool.
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GIRLS

Keep in shape at the

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

personal attention
and
RESULTS
slenderizing
or
weight
gaining

Volleyball Teams
Battle for Crown
Tw.. teams will be
ire:1111V each other Monday r:
in the men’s Gymnasium so
p.m. for the intramural S1X-1111L11
team volleyball championship.
Phi Sig and the Deamons played
e..rh other last night in the winners bracket while Theta XI, Si’,-.
Nu. Red trunk. and ATt
:-lard in the losers
Frye games were on tap lar
:night between the six remaining
...ains left in the competition orils
issii teams will remain or Ii.
:hainraonship match.
-

Open every week -

STOCK UP NOW

Thurs., Fri., Sat., - 9 A.M. tc,

6

P

Under the North Market St. and Coleman Ave Overpass

plus

-)-1.i.1 -

319

stamps

703 ETHYL

(we honor all credit cards)

YAGER & SILVA

M.

183 RYLAND ST.

400 N. 1st Street
San Jose

Highest Quality at Lowest Prices

309

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

CY 5-8968
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FOR THRIFTY SPARTANS ONLY!!
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YOU SAVE MONEY

COTTAGE CHEESE \\
ir\
ftyREMOST

(the complete service station)
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S. 4th St.

avis, Darnell

Thursday December 5, 1963

SPARTAN DAILT-7

Yonge
Found
Success
’Down
Under’
Twosome
Shine
SS
In AAU Harrier Run

Phil Darnell the grueling race in 30:12.7. Davis
%on D.r.is and
finished in 32:37.
the SJS crosscompeted with
Davis had a had fall at the
Sparthe
all
this
.,ntry learn
two-mile mark,
Running hard
super
a
would have fielded
downhill, Davis tripped over a
rock, scraping his right arm and
tvk 0-litia, A II -American, side, and injuring his right foot.
sopho-old
He recalled that he ran for a
lurnell, a 19-year
Satur- half-mile in pain, before teammate
reaped high honors
10,000-meter
Darnell urged him on.
,, the 5.51’
at
championships
Ray Hatton was 15th, Bill Morc.,rtlandt Park in New York gan 22nd, and Miles Eiseman
46th for the GGTC. The race netcol- ted
lseas the first American
the fledging club ixtst-race
finish
the
across
offers to travel East for this win,. runner
the
in
place
1:Oli
htting
ter’s indoor season.
2(10 runners.
Davis plans to run unattached
,Iigible for spring track
in the San Francisco Examine,
’.k..otor is drooling over
Indoor Meet Dec. 27.
!, ,s of becoming
in the race.
s’hico State
w Dean Miller’s
ii next fall.
:ling for Golden
heat such top
Traynor, formerly
vie Zwolak, the
.11 cross-country
Alex Breckenridge

Help Wanted
The

Spartan

hurting

for

won

nb, U.

are

n..I

ht
u

Lid

Winter and Dean Miller ate
iously in need of student assist-

physical

five or six student

education

majors

is,

handle some of the timing chores

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
lath Si across 1.’orn men’s dorms

/I

and give the coaches an assist in
handling the boys," Winter said.
’
The team also needs equipment
managers.
Interested
students
should contact either Winter or
Miller at the track after 2:30 p.m.

Closest complete
foreign car
SPECIALISTS
service . . .
EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
Motor & Transmission Overhauls
Tune-ups, Brakes, Ignition
FOREIGN CAR

San Jose
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE

180 So. Market

286- 1 1 00

Just south

of San Jose Library

YOU TOO CAN BE

EYE HAPPY
contact lens and throw away those

Wear
glasses.

come

in

For improved vision and appearance,
and let us fit you in contact lens,

ri he Contact

Lens Center

23 South 3rd St., San Jose

the South Wales championship.
After the women’s state tourfoment. 11111 arranged games
for both the Newcastle men and
w ttttt en’s teams. Both teams had
the best records in their respective leagues. The men’s squad
lost only two games all summer.
"I was only an average collcio:
player, but a hero in Austrahr, "
Bill said. "I only started the 1-,..,
game of the season, hem’s,. I
didn’t believe in starting m3 sell.
"The tallest player on our men’s
team was 6-3. However, I coached
two players capable of making the
1961 Australian Olympic team."
Proish basketball Coach Dan
Wines was Bill’s einwh at Acalanes High School In Lafayette.
Iletween (dines and Inman, he
therefore had been taught six
years of defense-minded basketball.
Bill taught the same system in

I Australia. "The
s
;11) propriate for the
es., for most ol
on ds.1,,,-.
Bill s1a5ill in the hem,. Id a

1960 Australian OiNrripic basketball teann ineretiar
11],. is it,
They both played tor Bill’s Ns%1castle teams.
S.
In late Augui,t

,: -11N.

,hosen. Newcastle placed six
4 the 10 men ad -stars and three
.4 the top 10 women players.
"My most memorable exp-rience." recalls Bill. "wa.’. the Pan
Pacific Men’s Games played the
week 1,efore I left Australia. I’here
Si
, 1,1A vr strike which cancelled thy championship
tsac:v,N.dnuor
le was awarded
the
4-.1up because it had the
,i, the highly -compete
irtiament
"The most frustrating experictice was arranging nien’s practice setietlutes. They worked
tight hours a day, so another
hour and a half of practice four
days at week was 1.0111.1111. red
osertleing it. I was forced to 11,..
Sunday mornings for pract.ce
which caused many complaint
from players who either %anted
1], ..1.4;i for spend the time with
their families.
Bill
I .11155

Hots Labeled Among
Coast’s Best Teams

was

impressed with Ausadded, "A well-pi:d
hard to LI,: iii...4:ht-hour work .1;c,,
minor sports in th,
’5,1t.,diari
- of

but

’I

San

Jose over Pialland’s 26 -game schedule
I last season, of which the Pilots
.]
nights, is rated stropped 18 contests. Inman calls
oeh St
Inman as one of the Anstett "one of the better centers
I,est GiisIthall teams on the West on the Coast."
t’oast.
"Cincy," as sportm&Titers have
-Portland has everything," In- so conveniently nicknamed Powell,.
!n:in enlphasiZed, "’They’ve got the joined the Pilots at mid-season
size. experience and are definite last winter and averaged 13.6
.1,1.17v.!
points over the remaining slate
The MIAs, who dumped San of games.
Francisco State 89-55 in their
Powell’s the Elgin Baylor-like
opening ganse, are paved by I player; strong, but agile, and !
Steve Anstett (6-8) and a 6-6,
who’s feet always seem to he
99ii-primid strongman with the ! going the opposite way his head
of Cincinnati’s
unusual m
Is faking. He’s only a junior.
Pi

ants and managers.
"We need

Mo!-in,-

spikers

trackmen,

Its
dti
Au...15-.:11:i %%as thy ommeir home
of Bill Yonge, aNiii,larit freshman
basketball coach and formyr stalwart guard at San Jose State. Bill
spent the past summer as a playercoach "Ihiwn Under."
Bill ...a.% of his summer "Job,"
"’the men, ranging between 18
atilt 1:-) years 14 age, were betWeen I idled States high school
and junior college level In ability.
The aserage women’s basketball
teain usually had seseral outstanding players.
11111 olditined the coaching opportunity through varsity Coach
Stu Inman, for whom Yonge had
played three years. Ile began June
4 with the Newcastle team in the
New South Wales Men’s State
Championships at Sydney, Australia.
The following week he directed
N,.\s,;,11,.
team to

)Sit iOn

RALPH’S PIZZA

tumor-

945 The Alameda
297-5900
Free Delivery
AMBASSADOR
Bill Yonge
was second -team All -Northern
California as a junior and helped
spark San Jose State to the
WCAC Christmas Tournament
title last year.

Frosh Open
Home Slate

Completing the starting five are
Anst et t avorigeri 18.2 points Sam Cotton 16-21, Jim Dortell
16-2) and Tom Nichols (6-31, who
played freshman ball at San JOST.
three years ago.
Caston and top reserve Ken
Falkner had tremendous niyht
against San Francisco Stale.
scored 18 points, Falkner sink:14:
seven of nine field goal attempts
!.
and Coston converting eight of 11.
Nichols, Mickey loner and Cos ton all came to Portland from 16It. y
ablo Valley College. Nichols as ’peel ol thy i. ],
.1 1]].
es-aged 10.7 points a game in
(] 01,1] 01 II 1
1962-63.
I)... .1:1. ill,
111,1111’,1;,
,I11-1
The Pilots like to break fast,
.
LII.
’--Ii ..*
and have adrspiate shied to make
’ I. II..
11 11 I, 1 0.
. ;1
the system work. Frank Ne; t:
III,
11111
gratti’s club will be trying to
"run" to revenge victories OA er
Tn,,
111:’,1111.11
the Spartans.
, ti us’,
in the
San Jose was an unwelcome
u: s, I... I,
visitor to Portland last
yedr.
throttling the Pilots twice 60- b; hi- c,.s
and 66-48.
I
.1,1111» Lk,.
Inman says the shoe could be
,
on the other foot this weekend iii lime voll t he las I.. 5
_ up a slohlwirn III,’ I.
Game times are 8 p.m. at Spartan
I ’-slpt’ills I k a
, ,
Gym.
,,ne time trailed 1),- .2.
"We’ve lost four of five starteis
,, the see,ind half.
from the team that beat Portland.
-p]irlairthi::sill siu]]] Ts MI
They have the same team as lass
SC1-11,11.:, and till
year, with added talent,- Inman
Ii
.1.]un Kiss? hg and
warned.
5 5-11.]:]]
the
The Pilot trash teans had a Itionzales
15-9 record a year ago. The ’Smith :I11,!
point ii ’’
mtartIng th e a veraged 8 .9 points
p,1111 11,
or better pr -r nian, l’alktivr hail
a 15.2 mark and Rob Wolliniith
an s-vsn-hetter
"Santa Barbara was bigger, hut I. .:,
Opening
BACKCOURT VET
at one of the guard spots much slower than Portland. The scoled
team
against Portland University here Pilots are overall a better
than the Gauchos," Inman stressed.’ ganie.

4--

eo4e4 be Red
ielPe Slue
nt 9Io4’ep4 jnc! we have
cater cclor4 toe.
7/ _ flu !
980 So. 2nd

286.1464

Open 9 to 9

FRESH AND PURE .
reg..,ra, meticL,lo,s inspections as your assurance
We give vu’ and ingredients are always pharmaceutically perfect
that our med
can be sure that we give exactly what is specified
and potent. Tco
. no substitutions. Our pharmacists? Courteous, prompt and 11111110A1S to
be of ser...Ice. Depend on them.

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.
Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpres% 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

OPEN 711. MIDNIGHT

Friday night will be senior Al
Jancsi, a good shooter from the
outside.

The Airline with the most!
An Oxford
education...
by

4RROW---

Fnr graduates or undergracis who
prefer hit t ton -downs, here is the
newest ARROW easy -care contribution to your wardrobe., luxury
Decton oxford with true University
Fashion button-down collar.
The classic button-down with a
studied nonchalance of good taste
that puts it in a class by itself. This
educated oxford is practical, too
...boasting longer wear ins
blend of 65% Dacron’ polyester
and 35% cotton and winning all
honors in the field of
wash-and-wear
In long OIPOVP11
$6 9s
ofTvr-e, 7 SI

....

You meet the nicest people on a Honda

1111111
935o 93so 9350 soso smso soso slaw
Most lowest jet -powered fares
tat iwtIN

SAN IHANCISCO

LO’4

ANUE Li r, AND ’ AN DII

A SCHEDULED AIRLINE LOWEST JET POWERL
LOS ANGELES -SAN FRANCISCO
SAN DIEGO -LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO -SAN DIEGO

11 SO
p.

n

SAN FRANCISCO
Io.’ DRIB

HON DA
new

I

First in Personalized service and sales
Open evenings

aloft

LOS ANGELES
711’ III

Can Jo-3e
Ysniti

PSA
a CI ONIF
PACIFiG

CA 200 90cc
$39 down, $18 a month

1,00 rug( u

141 South Third Street
Phone 295-7525
Near San Jose State Campus
Open
’a for bcninners and Free riding instructiOnS

1

n-sr%1ITA’,. Ifs 11
rout-sd.o. Isr,eultrer 1,

Rally Committee
Sponsors Yell
Tryouts Tonight

Possible Names
For Union Heads
Committee Talk

USC Grad Dean
Here Next Week

Yell leailei
tonight al
by the Bulb I ,
seler1
part,. 5like
leader: 11ich I I
forttivi
one Ilayirs. 12.w,
vist’i’

the 83.8 million SJS Col .e.,(

l’ition he named it, memory

.est,sinated President John 1.1.
1<,111441y, if the proposal passes in
41451 week’s election?
IThis idea was (list expressed iii
la letter Rohe Spartan Daily early
, last week.
,
Another 1/osSible mime for the
propleard student center is "Mein honor of SJS
students killed in wars since the
college was founded in 1857.
The College Union Planninv
Committee will meet today a
, 12:30 p.m. in 111 to discuss possible
I names for the union.
Also slated for the meeting is
ili,cussion of progress in the tillirril
iiiIiicational program.
Wh,itever the final name of the
It %%ill be determined
!he st-larrnts." declares DI’. tutu
1:,,hirI. chairman of the union
oi
comrnittur.

with
.
.v11.14.1,11144inert:-

1 i. 4.
business admim4-

iii

I>

(canon.
Iiitecested persons are requested
.
appointment for a pet
che." w at the Placemera
’et
\ I ’V.! ".1 The inter\ iew"
.?
a or.. liee 12 iir.
rhriiil the rt.t.

Win Contest;
Fill In the Blank

Three tr. rpHe- ’,II! ’4. II. .40r.t1.1
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:aft
ca

aa.

.SAFE\

ir,r.
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II
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t
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8 Lbs. Drycleaning - $2.00
Large Load 8 to 10 Garments
24 minute service

Bring in this ad and
SAN E 50c

I

Ii

p.rri

7

,,

ts.re

(lo),,

One time
50; a lin*

Three times
250 a line

Five times
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each addt1 line

con- ,

Checklists Ready
For A -M Transfers

In Personals Ill

’3 Automotive 121

Mousing (5)

0 StrarvIces 18)

job Interviews
Job inters it’s,’. are held at 34)3
S. Ninth St. Jantsar graduates
are resitiewted to make appointroent :it the Plas,rosersil Nice,
ADNI2:14, prior to the intereieses.

Food.
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Therapy Note
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3 Pizzeria

Including: Pizza, Spaghetti, Lasagne,
Home Made Raviolis, and Sandwiches.
Also try our Sea Food Specials.

347 So.

First

(Next to For Theatre)

SORE

FEET?

,o

4

L,Irr

give sweaters
warm and
traditional as
blazing yule log

EDITOR!
enuring qu
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I. Who deck
the prows’
It hat

I
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AUTOMOTIVE 12)
53 potiTIAC
I.

59 GOL I A TH

Open Every Night
Until Christmas

57

over

Wa9on. $250.

BUICK.

2

ar,r-- is 4r.ril downtown. Inquire
4 4 ; r/2
7-8817,
GIRL ROOMMATE. $35 ma, 625 S

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE
Day or roreht. 258-4335.
-AUTO INSURANCE. Prarn.5ms f.nan,ad
srud,rt, rere it
rale:.
rtreyy B
-0o. to YOU.
.nsured.
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WOMEN S APPR. HOUSING
MAN, 20 to 40,
2
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EXPERT TYPING
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ROOMMATE.
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.

TYPING

.

DONE IN MY HOME

-

-

KINDS TYPING

ALL

FAST

ACCURATE

,

:

Cardi,..;an by

- LORD JEFF

TYPING

WOMEN’S APPROVED CONTRACT -
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TRANSPORTATION (9)
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BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT FOR 2.

A ’1.
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NEED RIDE
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rite ’, 01,31

OKLAHOMA FOR CHRISTm4S

1595

CHRISTMAS RIDERS
’
J
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’1, -5,

FLYING MY PLANE
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Lord Jeff sweaters $16.95 to $45
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"..
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Keyes

1347 McKee Rood
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Happy Hour 5-. 7 Daily
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’ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

Lost and Found (810 Transportation (9)

Print your ad here:

The
ffid
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
Help Wassted (4)

s.latiiiri is I" I"

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

6

"1 Announcements 11

"r
.lllijtt 501. .
,ta.ciaii,t, \Noll
’’1st Itt st it

yolos

1

:ifer
FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

-1 For Sale13)

be

p.m .

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
lines
lines
lines
lines

will

I heek Insts of degree requirements for transfer students with
last names frorn A -M available
51115 .!"
P r I ’11166’ according to the Admission Office.
()%14/11:1:1)5:
Checklists are also ready for all
sea, tan orewei howling tourna- upper division transfer student,
Fourth Street with 90 or more units.
the Women’s
Both lists may be picked up at
either window one or three in the
(’hapel.
Admissions Office. ADM102.
movratie

I

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip if, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
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(.1 the 5.15 Nle
33,31,133w.
expr,,Ii,1
I )1’. -1.!. ler has served as director to supplement the
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1,111,41.
()tail State University and the
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slit ’’in
:us’, b.
It C’hicago. Before going of ti, sitot,
e Net.
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or).anized by tlw Caldoiod.
of the Department of Education work’
Department of Public Health’s IliiHind Dean of the Social Science’)
of reau of Air Sanitation
Division at the University
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.+. ,,
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Open 8 a.m. ’til Midnight

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

Minimum
Two lines
One time

workshop,

The workshop is sponsored by
p.m. 79 S. Fifth St.
( lab, 12:30 p.m.. F0204. the Committee for the Improve ,
I:30 mint of Instruction and is open to
Che ’ al sor.e.y.
faculty members only. Perm.,
; p.m., planning to attend should not it.
Dr. James W. Brown, Al)Nit5ti.
’

Quick Clean Center
Dry Clean &
Launderette

1
Csirier 9511 and William

The

Ally
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Spartaguide

S.-11 E

SAVE 50c

50c
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-,:ppirting
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Denim I-Intend) company

held belay :3:30-5 p.m. in S112.

ducted by Dr. Ralph W. Tyler.
director of stanford’s C’enter for
the Advanced Study of the Behavitill Sciences. Other participant,
in any me- will include NVrs. Walter T. Plant.
to...lessor of psychology; John hi.
at least French, professor of art, and Whitin ;Inv medium aker T. I)eininger, professor ta

\..ill
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of three faeully workshops to he
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I ry

,-,enitorinu station
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of the Bay Area Air Pollution Con- educational tours.
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The Bay Area Air Pollution f’onTuesdiav morning.
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and
-rift today in ice
,enier :311(
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your dental health
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II

(rinrIlliar 3,3 ’
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The
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Bev Rauh, Nfile, I ...
(lin’, Adrienne I-.
Corlth el%
’
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YELL LEADER TRYOUTS -Tryouts will be held tonight from
7 to 10 p.m. in MG206. Mike Cook (I.), new head yell leader,
Dick Harris, former head yell leader give last minute instructions
to Mike Mendelson and Steve Barragar. Judging will be on
physical ability to lead yells and an interview.

What are the broad goals of col-

College Teaching,"

SI

v
phyip,0

lege instruction? Faculty member-

JFK’S "INNER CIRCLE" STAYS WITH LBJ-The White House
has announced that the "inner circle" of late President Kennedy’s
staff will continue as top aides to President Johnson. They are
Lawrence O’Brien (top left), special assistant for congressional
affairs; Pierre Salinger (top right), press secretary; Theodore
Sorensen (lower left), special counsel; Kenneth O’Donnel, appointments secretary.
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Teaching Goals
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